


 



SAINT-AMOUR 

Appellations 

Surface: 302 hectares 

 

Production in 2014: 15 438 hectolitres / approx. 2 million bottles 

 

Soils: The soils are of an enormous diversity, including not only ancient alluvial clay and flinty clay but 

also granite, slate and even limestone rock. The altitude is between 240 and 320 metres with 

moderate inclines. 

 

Attributes: Vivacity, refinement and balance, capturing all the fruit characters of Gamay 

 

Aspect : Clear ruby red 

 

Nose: Kirsch, spices, peony, iris, raspberry, violet 

 

Palate: Lively with good balance; fruity and floral 

 

Characteristics: AOC Saint-Amour is situated in the commune of the same name in the department 

of Saone-et-Loire. Its heterogeneous soils of granite, slate and 

clay give rise to two types of wine – light and gourmand with aromas of iris and violet, and often 

raspberry, but also powerful and complex with aromas of kirsch and spice. 

 Taste  

Delicate / smooth / perfumed 

 Tasting opportunities  

Aperitif ,  Important occasions - special meals 

 Drink within 

Keep for between 1 and 3 years ,  Keep for between 3 and 5 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Meat ,  Cheese 
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JULIÉ NAS 

Appellations 

Surface: 537 hectares 

 

Production in 2014: 25 232 hectolitres / approx. 3 364 000 bottles 

 

Soils: The greater part of the soils consists of a line of “blue stone” formed from an amalgamation of 

slate and diorites. The slopes are extremely steep and mostly south facing, giving way to ancient 

alluvial plains and clay sub-soils to the east. 

 

Attributes: Minerality, freshness, elegance 

 

Aspect: Intense, deep ruby red 

 

Nose: Red fruits such as strawberry and redcurrant, cinnamon, and floral notes of violet and peony 

 

Palate: Strawberry, violet, cinnamon, redcurrant and peony 

 

Characteristics: Spread across 4 communes, mainly in the Rhône and partly in the Saône-et-Loire, 

this terroir benefits from good sunshine exposure. The average altitude varies between 230 and 430 

metres in the extreme north-west. The vineyards probably have the greatest diversity of soils in all of 

Beaujolais: slate, diorites, sandstone and clay. 

 Taste  

Intense / powerful / generous 

 Tasting opportunities  

Dinner with guests 

 Drink within  

Keep for between 5 and 10 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Meat ,  Cheese 
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CHÉ NAS 

Appellations 

Surface: 249 hectares 

 

Production in 2014:11 133 hectolitres / approx. 1 484 000 bottles 

 

Soils: This is a terroir of great contrasts oriented west/ east. To the west are high and steep granite 

hills, whilst to the east the terrain becomes more gently sloping with its ancient alluvial soils and 

layers of small round river stones. 

 

Attributes: Distinctiveness and sophistication 

 

Aspect: Ruby red with garnet highlights 

 

Nose: Floral, with peony and rose, with nuances of spice 

 

Palate: Generous, full bodied and smooth 

 

Characteristics: This is the smallest appellation in Beaujolais. Its name is derived from the ancient oak 

forests that formerly covered the area, cut down by the galloromans and then by the local monks by 

order of Philippe V the Long. The vines stretch out over rolling hills and valleys, where the Gamay 

grape expresses notes of small black fruits, peony and spices underpinned by soft tannins. 

 Taste  

Intense / powerful / generous 

 Tasting opportunities  

Important occasions - special meals ,  Dinner with guests 

 Drink within 

Keep for between 3 and 5 years ,  Keep for between 5 and 10 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Meat ,  Spicy dish ,  Cheese 
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MOULIN A  VÉNT 

Appellations 

Surface: 627 hectares 

 

Production in 2014: 29 043 hectolitres / approx. 3 872 000 bottles 

 

Soils: This Cru is implanted largely on soils of pink granite with hills of gentler contours due to its 

medium altitude. The vines thrive on these moderate slopes of evolved granite. 

 

Attributes: A wine of personality and prestige 

 

Aspect: Deep ruby red with dark garnet gleams 

 

Nose: Blackcurrant, liquorice, faded rose and ripe fruits 

 

Palate: Full bodied and complex 

 

Characteristics: Standing at 278 metres surrounded by vineyards, the windmill (Moulin), a classified 

historic monument, embodies the prestige and the pride 

of this appellation. Straddling two communes, it benefits from a homogenous terroir. With good 

tannins and lots of body, this is uncontestably a wine for laying down (up to 10 years depending on 

the vintage), developing aromas of iris, faded roses, spices and ripe fruits with notes of underwood 

and truffles. In its youth it offers floral and fruity aromas of violet and cherry. 

 Taste  

Intense / powerful / generous 

 Tasting opportunities  

Important occasions - special meals ,  Dinner with guests 

 Drink within  

Keep for between 5 and 10 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Meat ,  Cheese 
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FLÉURIÉ 

Appellations 

Surface: 840 hectares 

 

Production in 2014: 41 183 hectolitres / approx. 5 491 000 bottles 

 

Soils: A terroir with an archetypal granitic soil, with over 90% of pink granite, with here and there 

variations in evolution and depth with the formation of clay strata. The landscape is also 

characterised by its very steep, sometimes dramatic inclines. 

 

Attributes: Elegance and voluptuousness 

 

Aspect: Carmine red 

 

Nose: Iris, violet, rose, red fruits and vine peaches 

 

Palate: Elegant, refined 

 

Characteristics: This appellation has the geographical particularity of sloping down from a ridge 

made up of a series of peaks: the fût d’Avenas, the Col 

de Durbize, the Col des Labourons, and the Pic Raymont. The mount of La Madone towers over the 

appellation offering a fabulous panorama over all the vineyards. It is situated entirely in the 

commune of Fleurie which owes its name to a Roman legionary. 

 Taste  

Delicate / smooth / perfumed 

 Tasting opportunities  

Aperitif ,  Dinner with guests 

 Drink within  

Keep for between 3 and 5 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Meat ,  Dessert 
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CHIROUBLÉS 

Appellations 

Surface: 323 hectares 

 

Production in 2014: 16 210 hectolitres / approx. 2 161 000 bottles 

 

Soils: Homogenous pink granite forms the main soil type of these steep slopes whose altitude is the 

highest of all the 10 crus. The soils are also extremely meagre and sandy. 

 

Attributes: Vivacity and smoothness 

 

Aspect: Ruby red 

 

Nose: Floral, with iris, lily of the valley, violet and peony 

 

Palate: Red fruit 

 

Characteristics: This appellation is situated north of the Rhône, in the heart of Chiroubles, nestling on 

hillsides which form an arena around the village. These 

are the highest vines in Beaujolais, culminating at 250 to 450 metres altitude on the edge of the 

Beaujolais Mountains. The fine floral aromas of its wines evoke small juicy red fruits, offering great 

freshness and delicacy. 

 Taste  

Tender / rounded / fruity 

 Tasting opportunities  

Aperitif ,  Brunch ,  Picnic 

 Drink within 

Keep for between 1 and 3 years ,  Keep for between 3 and 5 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Fish-seafood ,  Starter 
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MORGON 

Appellations 

Surface: 1 100 hectares 

 

Production in 2014: 54 584 hectolitres / approx. 7 278 000 bottles 

 

Soils: Morgon extends over a large area, second only in size to Brouilly, which explains the wide 

diversity of its soils. Its three principal terroirs encompass 

granite soils on the hillsides from Villié-Morgon to Corcelette and St Joseph, seams of “blue stone” on 

the summit and the eastern slopes of the Côte du Py giving way progressively to the foothills with 

their ancient alluvial soils, and finally a curious ‘path’ of clay blocks covers the granite and winds its 

way along the ridgeway between Morcille and Douby. 

 

Attributes: Finesse and delicacy 

 

Aspect: Garnet red 

 

Nose: Ripe stone fruit 

 

Palate: Full bodied, rich, powerful, structured 

 

Characteristics: Dominated by the Mont du Py, this is the most sprawling of the Crus. The famous 

Côte du Py is composed of disintegrated slate. The wines offer aromas of stone fruits such as black 

cherry with notes of violet and kirsch. Their fine and elegant tannins augur excellent ageing potential. 

 Taste  

Intense / powerful / generous 

 Tasting opportunities  

Important occasions - special meals ,  Dinner with guests 

 Drink within  

Keep for between 5 and 10 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Meat ,  Spicy dish ,  Cheese 
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RÉ GNIÉ  

Appellations 

Surface : 424 hectares 

 

Production in 2014: 20 648 hectolitres / approx. 2 753 000 bottles 

 

Soils : One of the most granitic crus with slopes of varying inclines, allowing the emergence of soils at 

different stages of evolution. Several of the hilltops are topped with ancient stone formations, whilst 

at depth it is clay which dominates. 

 

Attributes : Suppleness and fruit 

 

Aspect : Cherry or ruby red  

 

Nose : Raspberry, redcurrant, plum, blackberry, blackcurrant with spicy and mineral notes 

 

Palate : Red fruits, freshness, fine tannins and good structure 

 

Characteristics : The village of Régnié is famous for its church which has the particularity of 

possessing two spires (built in 1867 from the architectural plans 

of Pierre Bossan who went on to design the Basilisk Notre-Dame de Fourvière). The vines are planted 

on hillsides at an average of 350 metres altitude oriented south east. The grapes ripen early here, 

creating aromatic, diaphanous and gourmand wines rich in mineral elements. 

 Taste  

Tender / rounded / fruity 

 Tasting opportunities  

Aperitif ,  Brunch ,  Picnic 

 Drink within  

Keep for between 1 and 3 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Fish-seafood ,  Spicy dish ,  Starter 
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BROUILLY 

Appellations 

Surface: 1 261 hectares 

 

Production in 2014: 61 816 hectolitres / approx. 8 242 000 bottles 

 

Soils: Probably the most complex of all the Crus: half composed of steep slopes of pink granite and 

half a mixture of clayey scree, “blue stone”, ancient alluvial pebbles and small limestone hillocks. 

 

Attributes: Absolute finesse 

 

Aspect: Deep ruby red 

 

Nose: Aromas of red fruit, plum and mineral notes 

 

Palate: Red fruit with polished tannins 

 

Characteristics: This, the southernmost Cru is also the longest, stretching out from the foot of Mont 

Brouilly and its aptly named chapel, Notre Dame aux Raisins (Our Lady of the Grapes). Full of fruit 

(plum, small red berries), with some mineral notes, it is perfectly representative of Gamay, and is 

best 

appreciated in its youth. 

 Taste  

Tender / rounded / fruity 

 Tasting opportunities  

Aperitif ,  Brunch ,  Picnic 

 Drink within 

Keep for between 3 and 5 years ,  Keep for between 5 and 10 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Vegetables ,  Starter ,  Dessert 
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CO TÉ DÉ BROUILLY 

Appellations 

Surface: 316 hectares 

 

Production in 2014: 15 213 hectolitres / approx. 2 028 000 bottles 

 

Soils: These complex soils are formed of seams of « blue stone » mingled with very resistant 

microdiorites and more friable shale. Almost two thirds of the vineyards are implanted on steep, 

stony slopes. 

 

Attributes: Generosity and elegance 

 

Aspect: Purple in colour 

 

Nose: Fresh grapes and iris flowers 

 

Palate: Delicate and tensile 

 

Characteristics: At the summit of Mont Brouilly, the veritable emblem of the appellation, the vines 

cover a small area across four communes: Saint-Lager, 

Odenas, Quincié, and Cercié. The wines of Côte de Brouilly are generous, with fine tannins and 

aromas evocative of pepper, with small macerated black berry fruits and mineral notes. 

 Taste  

Delicate / smooth / perfumed 

 Tasting opportunities  

Dinner with guests 

 Drink within 

Keep for between 3 and 5 years ,  Keep for between 5 and 10 years ,  Drink immediately 

 Type of dish  

Fish-seafood ,  Meat 
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